Spring 2022 Charles O. McGaughey Leadership Award

Charles O. McGaughey (pronounced Mackgoy) Leadership Awards will be presented in the Spring Semester of 2022.

A limited number of awards will be available in the amount of at least $2000 each.

The awards are made possible by an endowment established by the late Mr. Charles O. McGaughey, a 1939 graduate of Purdue University. Mr. McGaughey intended the award to honor Purdue undergraduates who demonstrate leadership abilities and an "appreciation for basic American values".

Applicants must:

1. Be an undergraduate student currently registered at the West Lafayette campus of Purdue University who will have completed at least two years of undergraduate studies as a full-fee student (i.e., full-time student) by the end of the spring semester 2022;

2. Have at least a 3.0 overall GPA;

3. Have demonstrated leadership abilities and an appreciation of basic American values as evidenced by a record of achievement through community service and service to the university;

4. Demonstrate an appreciation for the values of liberty and the democratic form of government and an appreciation of the importance of respect for others and for the diversity of the United States of America;

5. Have no evidence of addiction to drugs or alcohol;

6. Have no criminal record;

7. Be in good standing with the university.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
Submit the application online no later than January 14, 2022 at 5:00 pm

Late applications will not be considered.

Incomplete applications will not be considered.

Previous McGaughey Leadership Award recipients are not eligible.
Please note: In accordance with the donor's instructions, preference will be given to applicants whose majors are in the College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, and School of Management. However, applicants from all colleges will be considered.

If you have questions about the application process, please contact the Leadership and Professional Development Initiative at 765-496-2453 or hebrown@purdue.edu